Perigenual anterior cingulate event-related potential precedes stop signal errors
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Introduction

Default-mode network (DMN) regions demonstrate higher level of activation or functional connectivity during a resting state (Greicius et al., 2003, 2009; Greicius and Menon, 2004; Raichle et al., 2001), as well as self-referential processing, mentalizing and mind-wondering (Buckner and Carroll, 2007; Gusnard et al., 2001; Mason et al., 2007; Qin and Northoff, 2011), as compared to when individuals are engaged in goal-directed tasks (see Gusnard and Raichle, 2001; Raichle and Snyder, 2007; Whitfield-Gabrieli and Ford, 2012 for review). Activation of the DMN also co-occurs with attentional lapses (Weissman et al., 2006) and precedes response errors (Eichele et al., 2008; Li et al., 2007). In our previous fMRI study of a stop-signal task (SST), perigenual anterior cingulate cortex (pgACC) showed greater activation in go trials preceding stop error than those preceding stop success trials (Li et al., 2007). In a flanker task, task-related areas decrease and DMN regions increase in activation before the occurrence of error (Eichele et al., 2008). These studies suggest that attentional lapses, or momentary disengagement from the external task, may disrupt goal-directed behaviors and cause response errors. In support of this hypothesis, other fMRI studies showed a negative correlation in activity between DMN and attentional control networks (Anderson et al., 2011; Fox et al., 2005; Fransson, 2005; Hellyer et al., 2014; Kelly et al., 2008). For instance, in a global/local selective attention task, the DMN increased in activation (or decreased in deactivation) in slow as compared to fast responses (Weissman et al., 2006).

Earlier event-related potential (ERP) studies showed an enhanced response-locked positivity – error-preceding positivity or EPP – at frontal locales in the trials preceding an error during cognitive control (Allain et al., 2005; Ridderinkhof et al., 2003). For instance, in a flanker task, the EPP occurred during correct responses preceding error trials as compared to those preceding correct trials (Ridderinkhof et al., 2003). Subsequent study replicated the EPP in flanker and Stroop tasks and further showed that the EPP did not occur in earlier trials or in trials following errors (Hajcak et al., 2005). It is suggested that the EPP might reflect a modulation of error-related or correct-response negativity potential generated from dorsal ACC (dACC) and disengagement of the monitoring system to detect subthreshold conflict or error response tendencies (Allain et al., 2004; Hajcak et al., 2005; Ridderinkhof et al., 2003). However, as there was no source reconstruction in these earlier ERP studies, the origin and psychological correlate of the EPP remain unclear.
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We aimed to address this issue by identifying the source of EPP. A source in the pgACC supports attentional lapse prior to response errors. In contrast, a source in the dACC supports deficient conflict monitoring preceding response errors. We employed a stop signal task, in which participants responded to a go signal in most trials, and, in parallel, prepared to withhold the motor response when a stop signal appears (Chang et al., 2014; Li et al., 2007). With a staircase procedure to elicit errors in approximately half of the stop trials, we examined response-locked EPP and used source dipole modeling to locate its origin.

**Methods**

**Participants**

Twenty healthy adults (10 males, 22.4 ± 1.3 years of age) participated in the study. The participants were all students of the National Taiwan University and naive to the purposes of the experiment. All provided written consent and were financially compensated for their participation. The use of human participants followed the guidelines of Helsinki Declaration and was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of National Taiwan University.

**Behavioral task**

The experimental design and procedures followed our previous work (Chang et al., 2014). We employed a simple reaction time (RT) task of the stop signal paradigm (Li et al., 2007; Verbruggen and Logan, 2005). There were two trial types, “go” and “stop,” randomly intermixed in presentation with a ratio of 3 to 1. The inter-trial interval was 2 s. A small white dot appeared at the center of a black screen to engage attention at the beginning of every trial. After an interval ranging randomly from 1 to 3 s (“the fore-period”), the dot turned into a circle (−2° of visual angle), which served as a “go” signal. The participants were instructed to quickly press a button at go signal onset but not before. The circle vanished either at button press or one second after go signal onset, whichever came first, and the trial was terminated. A premature button press before go signal onset also terminated the trial. In the stop trial, an additional “X,” or the “stop” signal, appeared and replaced the go signal. The participants were instructed to withhold button press upon seeing the stop signal. The trial terminated at the button press or one second after stop signal onset. The duration between go and stop signal onssets, or the stop-signal delay (SSD), was determined by a staircase procedure. The one-up–one-down procedure (Levitt, 1971) started with an SSD of 200 ms, and increased and decreased by 64 ms each after a successful and failed stop trial. By increasing and decreasing the SSD each following a stop success and error, the staircase procedure allows participants to succeed in approximately half of the stop trials.

The task was divided into 4 sessions, each with 100 trials and lasting no longer than 8 min, with a short break in between sessions. There were about 5 min of practice on the task prior to the experiments to ensure that they understood the task. Participants were instructed to “respond to the go signal quickly while watching out for the stop signal, which might appear occasionally” (Chang et al., 2014; Li et al., 2008).

**Electroencephalography (EEG) acquisition**

The EEG was collected with a whole-head, 256-channel geodesic EEG system with HydroCell Sensor Nets (Electrical Geodesics, Eugene, OR). This system provides uniform spatial sampling (~2 cm, sensor to sensor), covering the entire scalp surface and extending 120° in all directions from the vertex reference electrode. The EEG was amplified at a gain of 1000 and recorded with a vertex physical reference. Signals were digitized at 500 Hz with a 16-bit analog-to-digital converter, which allowed an amplitude resolution of 0.076 μV. The EEG was recorded with 0.01–100 Hz bandpass filter. The computer administering the task sent a digital trigger to the recording system at the onset of fixation and go signal of every trial.

**Data preprocessing**

The data were preprocessed by the following procedures off-line prior to statistical analysis. First, the raw data were filtered by a 1–100 Hz band-pass and a 60 Hz Notch (FIR) filter. Second, noisy channels, which contained more than 20% of samples exceeding a pre-designated threshold of 200 μV, were replaced by the average of the six nearest spatial neighbors. Typically, only two to four channels per session were substituted. Next, for each channel, the EEG epochs that contained a large percentage (15%) of data samples exceeding a threshold (40 μV) were excluded to remove artifacts related to eye blinks and/or movements. An epoch was defined as the time window between −100 and 1000 ms of go signal onset in a trial for artifact detection. Once noisy channels were substituted and artifactual epochs were excluded, the EEG was re-referenced to the common average of all of the channels, and re-aligned to response-locked epoch defined as the time window between −200 and 500 ms of button-press onset. Baseline correction was performed by subtracting the mean voltage of a window from 100 to 0 ms before a reference time point (go signal onset) in each trial for each channel. All ERP waveforms were filtered by Butterworth third-order 40 Hz low-pass filter to eliminate high frequency noise for visualization and statistical analyses.

**Source dipole modeling**

Our sensor net provides a uniform spatial sampling (~2 cm, sensor to sensor), covering a scalp surface extended about 120° in all directions from the vertex reference electrode. Given that a cortex-to-scalp point spread function of about 2.5 cm (Gevins, 1990) is sufficient for precise topographical sampling (Slotnick, 2004), the data collected with our apparatus allowed us to make a precise source estimation.

We employed the brain electrical source analysis (BESA) software (version 6.0, BESA GmbH, Gräfelfing, Germany) to fit the equivalent current dipoles that generate the ERPs. BESA computes the forward solution of scalp distribution of electrical fields for the placed dipoles, and, through an iterative procedure with different dipole locations and orientations, identifies the best solution that matches the observed scalp distributions with minimum unexplained variance (residual variance or RV). Source dipole modeling was performed on the grand averaged response-locked epoch, across participants.

To minimize RV for source localization, we employed a genetic algorithm (number of populations: 5; population size: 1000; maximum of equal generations: 30) as implemented in BESA. Briefly, sets of parameters determining dipole location and orientation were generated as initial populations, followed by selection, crossover and mutation operations until the RV converged (Grech et al., 2008). The epochs were filtered by zero-phase 1 Hz high-pass (12 dB) and 40 Hz low-pass (24 dB) filters in BESA to remove DC shift and high frequency noise. We used the four-shell ellipsoidal model with BESA toolbox to solve the inverse problem. Although our head model was not MRI-based and represented a simplistic approximation to the realistic brain, empirical studies using electrodes implanted in the human brain to create artificial dipole sources showed that the four-shell head model localizes the source with approximately 1 cm of averaged errors (Cohen et al., 1990; Cuffin et al., 1991), which is reasonably accurate (see Slotnick, 2004 for a review). The locations of all 256 channels were provided by BESA for the 256-channel HydroCel Geodesic Sensor Net. The locations of dipoles were presented in MNI coordinates.

**Data analysis and statistics: error-preceding positivity**

We first distinguished four main trial types: response (button press) in go trial (G), no response in go trial (F), stop success (SS), and stop...
error (SE). G trials were further divided into those that preceded an SS (pre-SS) and SE (pre-SE) trial. We obtained the contrast “pre-SE vs. pre-SS” trials for each individual participant to identify ERP preceding response errors. We computed ERP components time locked to button press and corrected for a baseline 100 to 0 ms before response. The amplitude of the ERP component was computed from the ERP waveform averaged across trials for each participant, and the mean amplitude was taken for the predefined time window. We focused on Fz, Cz and Pz because these three channels were most sensitive to error preceding ERP as reported previously (Ridderinkhof et al., 2003; Hajcak et al., 2005). The contrast ERP waveforms of individual participants were then used for random effects analysis (Penny and Holmes, 2004).

Pre-SE and pre-SS trials differed in RT (see section ‘General behavioral performance’). While previous studies have demonstrated that the RT difference is unlikely to account for error-preceding ERPs (Hajcak et al., 2005; Ridderinkhof et al., 2003), we conducted a RT-matching analysis as employed in the earlier work to confirm that this was indeed the case. Briefly, our RT-matching algorithm selected the trials from different trial types with the most similar RT (Hajcak et al., 2005; Ridderinkhof et al., 2003). It began with either pre-SE or pre-SS trials, whichever had the smaller number of trial within each participant, and the trials were paired one by one to those of the other trial type with the closest RTs. The unpaired trials were excluded from analyses.

To assess the statistical difference between the ERP waveforms of different trials while controlling for multiple comparisons, we performed cluster-based analyses (Maris and Oostenveld, 2007) for each of the aforementioned statistical contrast. First, we used a moving time window of 50 ms with a 10 ms step, starting from response onset, and a paired t-test to examine the mean amplitude difference between ERP waveforms of each window. Second, we grouped the temporally adjacent windows with \( p < 0.05 \) (paired t-test) into single clusters. Third, we performed a paired t-test examine the difference in the mean amplitude for each cluster-based ERP waveform contrast. Finally, we applied Bonferroni correction to all identified clusters across the three channels to control for false positive rate of the cluster-based statistics.

**Results**

**General behavioral performance**

Subjects averaged with a go success rate of 97.8 ± 2.0% and RT of 399.3 ± 61.9 ms. The rate of successful stop trials was 48.8 ± 2.2% across subjects, suggesting the success of the staircase procedure in tracking participants’ performance and eliciting errors in approximately half of the stop trials. The critical SSD was computed by a maximal likelihood procedure on the sequence of all staircase-generated SSDs for each participant, and the stop-signal reaction time (SSRT) was computed by subtracting the critical SSD from the median go RT for each participant, and the stop-signal reaction time (SSRT) was computed by subtracting the critical SSD from the median go RT for each participant, based on the race model (Li et al., 2008). The SSRT (217.1 ± 26.0 ms) was within the range reported in earlier studies. The reaction time (RT) of pre-SE (395.2 ± 60.9 ms, \( n = 39.1 \pm 2.4 \)) was shorter than pre-SS (413.4 ± 69.1 ms, \( n = 30.9 \pm 4.6 \)) trials \( (p = 0.007, \text{paired t-test}) \), replicating previous report that error-preceding go trials tend to have shorter RT than the correct-preceding go trials (Ridderinkhof et al., 2003).

**Event-related potentials**

We performed ERP analysis in the epochs response-locked to the button press for pre-SE and pre-SS trials. To examine error-preceding ERPs (Fig. 1), we compared the waveforms of pre-SE and pre-SS trials first without RT matching. The cluster-based analysis identified three clusters at Cz and one cluster at Pz with mean amplitude of pre-SE > pre-SS. Among the four clusters, two at Cz met Bonferroni corrected threshold \( (n = 4, \text{alpha} = 0.013) \), each at 0–170 ms \( (2.42 \pm 0.26 \text{ vs. } 1.92 \pm 0.31 \mu V, p = 0.006) \) and 260–450 ms \( (2.60 \pm 0.76 \text{ vs. } 1.98 \pm 0.74, p = 0.004) \). The ERP cluster at 0–170 ms replicated EPP (time window 0–100 or 0–150 ms, response-locked) reported previously (Ridderinkhof et al., 2003; Hajcak et al., 2005). For convenience, we tentatively refer to the ERP at 260–450 ms as late error-preceding positivity (LEPP). Note that the statistical tests of the difference in EPP and LEPP amplitude were conducted on time points that were identified to differ between pre-SE and pre-SS trials. Thus, these analyses did not provide any new information but simply serve to provide a measure specific to the combined time points that defined EPP and LEPP.

The results of the analyses with pre-SE and pre-SS matched for RT were similar. Three clusters were identified and they all met Bonferroni corrected threshold \( (n = 3, \text{alpha} = 0.017) \): EPP at Cz at 0–150 ms \( (2.36 \pm 0.29 \text{ vs. } 1.90 \pm 0.32, p = 0.007) \) and LEPP at Cz at 270–450 ms \( (2.46 \pm 0.77 \text{ vs. } 1.89 \pm 0.73, p = 0.005) \) and at Pz at 400–490 ms \( (–2.82 \pm 0.74 \text{ vs. } –3.70 \pm 0.89, p = 0.014) \). Thus, confirming earlier work, EPP and LEPP were independent of RT difference between pre-SE and pre-SS trials.

The results on dipole sourcing reported in the below were based on analyses without matching for RT.

**Source dipole localization**

The source model of EPP (0–170 ms) was based on the response-locked waveform of pre-SE trials from 110 to 150 ms, where EPP showed the maximum amplitude at Cz. This also allowed us to avoid motor-related neural activities centered at 0 ms when participants made a response. The first component of principle component analysis (PCA) explained 98.4% of variance of the selected time window. A single-dipole source localization model showed a source at coordinates (3.3, 37.0, 2.6), in the area of pgACC, with the orientation (0.0, 1.0, 0.0), and the RV was 19.0%. The topographic map of EPP (110 to 150 ms) and the dipole model are shown in Fig. 2b.
The source model of LEPP (260–450 ms) was based on the response-locked waveform of pre-SE trials from 270 to 310 ms, where LEPP showed the maximum amplitude at Cz. The first component of PCA explained 99.8% of variance of the selected time window. A single-dipole model showed a source at coordinates (5.3, 27.6, −7.2), in the area of pgACC, with the orientation (0.0, 0.9, 0.5), and the RV was 12.0%. The topographic map of LEPP (270 to 310 ms) and location of the dipole are presented in Fig. 2b.

Given the spatial proximity of the dipole locations of EPP and LEPP, these two components might be generated by the same rather than two distinct sources. To test this possibility, we fitted a single-dipole model to response-locked waveform of pre-SE trials over 110 to 310 ms. The first component of PCA explained 95.0% of variance of the selected time window. The source was at coordinates (4.8, 26.3, −7.7) with the orientation (0.0, 0.9, 0.4), and the residual variance was 15.4%.

Bootstrapping procedure for dipole fitting

To further confirm the origin of the dipole, we used a bootstrapping procedure to assess the statistical reliability of the location of fitted dipoles (Darvas et al., 2004, 2005). First, for each participant we resampled (with replacement) the pre-SE trials, with the number of resampled trials as in the original data. Second, the ERP epochs of the resampled pre-SE trials were averaged for each participant and then pooled across all the participants, generating one 256-channel bootstrapped ERP epoch for dipole fitting. Third, the previous two steps were repeated for 1000 times to obtain 1000 bootstrapped ERP epochs. Fourth, for each of the 1000 bootstrapped ERP epochs we employed the BESA to fit three types of dipoles: a free dipole (fit for both location and orientation), a dipole fixed at a coordinate for the pgACC (coordinates: 3, 32, 4; Li et al., 2007; fit for orientation only), and a dipole fixed at a coordinate for the dACC (coordinates: 0, 12, 49; van Veen, and Carter, 2002; fit for orientation only). When fitting a free dipole, we started with a regional source, which can be regarded as a source with three dipoles at the same location with orthogonal orientation, to obtain the best-fitted location, and then converted it into a dipole with best-fitted orientation. Therefore, we obtained 1000 sets of location and orientation from the fitted free dipoles and 1000 RVs from the dipole fitted at either pgACC or dACC.

For the EPP time window, the bootstrapped RV of the dipole fixed at pgACC was 20.74 ± 2.44% (mean ± standard deviation of bootstrapped sample) with 2.5% and 97.5% quantiles at 16.61% and 26.24%, and the bootstrapped RV generated by the dACC dipole was 41.69 ± 2.69% with 2.5% and 97.5% quantiles at 36.64% and 47.40%. For the LEPP time window, the bootstrapped RV of the dipole fixed at pgACC was 14.40 ± 0.96% with 2.5% and 97.5% quantiles at 12.57% and 16.52%, and the bootstrapped RV generated by the dACC was 33.59 ± 2.13% with 2.5% and 97.5% quantiles at 29.64% and 37.94%. The Wilcoxon signed rank test showed that the RV of the dipole fitted at pgACC was significantly smaller than the dipole fitted at dACC for both EPP (p < 0.001) and LEPP (p < 0.001). These results suggested that pgACC is indeed a statistical better fit as the source of EPP and LEPP.

Furthermore, we fitted the bootstrapped data with a free dipole without any location constraints. The bootstrapped free dipoles showed mean coordinates for EPP and LEPP each at (3.3, 36.8, 2.4) and (5.2, 27.6, −7.2) (Fig. 2b). The Mahalanobis distance, a statistic that describes the standardized Euclidean distance in the transformed space between a specified position and the mean of multivariate distributed data in the scale of covariance, between pgACC and the mean coordinates of the bootstrapped dipoles was 6.11 and 78.55 for EPP and LEPP, respectively.

The Mahalanobis distances between dACC and the mean coordinates of the bootstrapped dipoles were 275.31 and 378.66 for EPP and LEPP, respectively. A shorter Mahalanobis distance represents a more reliable source of the observed ERP. Therefore, these results showed that the statistical location of dACC is further from the bootstrapped center of free-fitted dipole locations than pgACC, suggesting that pgACC accounted for the source of both EPP and LEPP better than dACC.

Discussion

In this study, we employed the stop-signal task (SST) with the stop-signal delay varied in a staircase procedure to elicit errors in approximately half of the stop trials. We observed that the amplitude of error preceding positivity (EPP), including a component at 0–170 ms and a late component at 260–450 ms, was larger in the stop-error preceding go (pre-SE) trials, as compared to stop-success preceding go (pre-S) trials. This result is consistent with the ERP reported in previous studies (Hajcak et al., 2005; Ridderinkhof et al., 2003).

Dipole source modeling shows that the ERP originates in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex in the area of the perigenual anterior cingulate cortex (pgACC), a critical node of the default mode network (DMN). Thus, the ERP can be considered as a neural marker of attentional lapse in association with pgACC activation (Li et al., 2007). On the other hand, we did not find any evidence supporting the dorsal ACC (dACC) or supplementary motor area of the dorsomedial PFC, regions that are implicated in error monitoring, as the neural source of EPP (Allain et al., 2004; Hajcak et al., 2005; Ridderinkhof et al., 2003). Multiple lines of statistical analyses support the pgACC rather than dACC as the source of EPP.

In our analysis, we used a single-dipole model to estimate the location of the ERP source. Some may argue that there may be more than one source underlying our data. Indeed, the selection of the number of fitted dipole is one of the most contentious issues with source localization, because the operator and the number of fitted dipoles could influence the outcome. Thus, we fit a second dipole along with the first one. In all cases, the two-dipole model decreased RV no more than 4.6%. The location of the second dipole was either outside the brain or at an improbable location such as the lateral ventricle, suggesting that the second dipole mainly resulted from a fit to the noise. Hence, the single-dipole model is sufficient in identifying a common source of both EPP and LEPP in the area of pgACC. This result is consistent with our previous fMRI study (Li et al., 2007), employing an identical experimental design and statistical analysis and showing only one frontal region in relation to the current hypothesis, as well as our PCA result, as discussed above, showing that the first principal component explained up to 95% of the variance in all of the time windows examined.

Although the EPP/LEPP and error-related positivity (Pe) are both response-locked positive ERPs and share similar morphology, the evidence suggested that they are distinct ERP components. For instance, a study of the flanker task suggested that early Pe originates at dACC (equally fitted at (−3, −4, 29), (4, −4, 29) and (−3, −11, 29)) (Herrmann et al., 2004) or the left superior parietal cortex (−30, −22, 51) and late Pe originates at the frontal cortex (−12, 59, 22) (van Veen and Carter, 2002). Another EEG dipole modeling study employed difference waveform between correct and error response trials and showed that the Pe is generated in posterior cingulate regions (−0.7, −34.1, 35.6) (Vocat et al., 2008). On the other hand, the current dipole model showed that EPP and LEPP both originate in pgACC bordering on subgenual ACC. Furthermore, in a direct contrast, we showed

Fig. 2. The topographic maps, locations of the dipoles, and the source waveforms of EPP (left panel) and LEPP (right panel) of grand averaged pre-SE trials across participants. (a) The topographic maps were based on the mean voltage of the specified time windows. (b) The red voxel represents the best-fitted dipole location of the observed data, and the blue area represents the distribution of 1000 bootstrapped dipole locations at each condition. The locations of the dipoles are distributed in the area of pgACC. Dipole locations are marked on a MNI template. (c) Source waveform was extracted from the best-fitted dipole of the observed data of each condition. Two source waveforms are similar but with reverse polarities due to the opposite orientation of the dipoles.
that pgACC outperformed dACC as the source of EPP and LEPP. Together with these earlier studies, our findings suggested that EPP/LEPP and Pe are distinct ERP components and support the hypothesis that attentional lapse rather than error monitoring associates with EPP. That is, activation of the pgACC, as part of the default mode network, is related to diminished mental engagement, which frequently precedes stop errors. More broadly, this contrasts with an account of the EPP/LEPP in terms of performance monitoring.

These findings are consistent with frequency spectrum analysis showing diminished theta band (4–8 Hz) power of the medial prefrontal cortex in the trials preceding errors in the flanker task (Cavanagh et al., 2009) and increased alpha band (8–14 Hz) power around 20 s prior to failure in target detection during a temporal attention task (O’Connell et al., 2009). Thus, moment-to-moment fluctuation in attention plays a preeminent role in determining cognitive performance and can be captured by EEG and fMRI.

These considerations have important implications for our understanding of the psychological processes that determine SST performance. In the studies of SST, many investigators compared brain activities between stop success (SS) and stop error (SE) trials to derive the neural correlates of motor response inhibition. That is, when inhibition is in place, participants are more likely to stop at the appearance of the stop signal. However, as we noted earlier, because attention is likely to fluctuate from one trial to the next, the extent to which participants are engaged in the task may determine trial outcome (Chao et al., 2009; Duann et al., 2009; Li et al., 2006). Indeed, the inferior frontal cortex, which responds to a contrast of stop versus go trials or SS versus SE trials, is a part of the ventral attention system (Cai et al., 2014; Corbetta and Shulman, 2011; Frank and Sabatinelli, 2012; Li et al., 2006). Thus, a direct contrast of SS and SE trials does not identify a “pure” construct of response inhibition. The current study examined whether attentional control or behavioral engagement earlier in time (“in the background”), before the stop signal appears, may also determine trial outcome. Thus, these ERP findings along with our previous fMRI work demonstrate a role of attention in determining cognitive performance, an issue of significance beyond the SST.

One question concerns whether other regions of the DMN, such as the precuneus, may also be involved and why the current study did not identify sources in these areas (Li et al., 2007; Zhang and Li, 2010, 2012). One possibility is the limitations of ERP techniques employed in the current study. For example, the ERP analysis may lack the sensitivity required in identifying and localizing sources that are deeper in the brain. This is an important issue that needs to be further explored in the future.

A recent study tested whether the EPP generalizes to behavioral tasks that involve minimal response conflict (Masaki et al., 2012). In an alternating-response task, participants responded to the pointing direction of an arrowhead, which alternated for 95% and repeated in the remaining 5% (lure) of the trials. The authors found no evidence that lure errors are foreshadowed by EPP and concluded that EPP is specific to behavioral tasks that involve response conflicts. On the other hand, the association between attentional lapse and DMN activity has been reported in many studies that do not explicitly require conflict control. Functional MRI showed anticorrelated activities between DMN and attention control network in individuals during resting state or performing attentionally demanding tasks (Anderson et al., 2011; Fox et al., 2005; Fransson, 2005; Hellyer et al., 2014; Kelly et al., 2008). During visual attention, Granger causality modeling showed that the task control network and DMN are anticorrelated in activity, and the activation level of DMN negatively correlated with behavioral performance (Wen et al., 2013). Indeed, in sensory discrimination, the difficulty of the task as determined by stimulus discriminability, short-term memory load and stimulus coherence level are all positively associated with higher deactivation level of DMN regions (McKiernan et al., 2003; Singh and Fawcett, 2008). Thus, activity of the DMN appears to impact behavioral outcome beyond cognitive control tasks, and one might be able to probe EPP in behavioral challenges as long as attention is demanded for optimal performance.

Conclusions

Error-preceding positivity potentials (EPP) are localized to the perigenual anterior cingulate cortex—a critical node of the default model network. While in the current study the EPP relates specifically to attentional lapse in the stop signal task, the finding may point to a general role of DMN activity in supporting cognitive performance, because of the omnipresence of attention in behavioral challenges. More broadly, ERP and fMRI studies of cognitive control have so far been conducted separately. By localizing an error-preceding ERP to the pgACC as guided by fMRI, the current study suggests the importance of combined EEG/fMRI studies in the future to examine and compare the electrical and BOLD correlates of many processes of importance to cognitive control.
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